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Designer Dario Antonioni, who has created retail environments for DKNY and Ralph Lauren,
among others, aims to tell stories through his spaces. In the case of travel boutique Flight
001, the narrative centers on the legendary Pan Am Flight 001, which circumnavigated the
globe in the 1960s. Antonioni’s clean materials, including Plexiglass, walnut paneling, and
Pirelli tiles, recreate the bygone glamour of international travel. But beneath the store’s
glimmering surfaces, undertones of wit emerge, like the cash wrap shown here, designed to
look like an airport ticket counter. photo: brigham field
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DESIGN
AT
WARP
SPEED
by tiffany meyers

flight-junkie
(and industrial
designer) dario
antonioni
harnesses his
background
in aerospace
engineering
to create furniture for
the future.
step
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Opposite: The Sputnik Desk, a capacious workstation with aerodynamic curves, “very simply expresses my love for exploration,
the future, and flight,” says Antonioni. photo: orange22
this page: (Above) The Mantis Workstation features slabs of mahogany and long-grain ash that rotate from a central apex.
photo: steve heller
(Below) The FutureDesk. “Product designers generally design
from the outside in,” Antonioni says, “concentrating on the thing
in front of them. I try to forget about what the object looks like,
and instead think about its function.” While this function-first
orientation might not be readily apparent in Antonioni’s portfolio of dependably beautiful forms, the FutureDesk concept, which
currently exists only on paper, was borne of his inquiry into the
role of a desk in daily life. Rather than designing according to
the limitations of a desk—where the concern centers on the number of pencils or file folders its drawers can hold—the FutureDesk “is limitless,” says Antonioni. Made of touch-sensitive LCD
panels, the FutureDesk would display a range of customizable
digital tools—including keyboards and multiple computing windows—as 2d interfaces. Antonioni’s ultimate goal is to partner
with an electronics company with the expertise to develop the
technology. photos: orange22, jose caballar

When asked to name the designers who
have most influenced his work, industrial designer Dario Antonioni rattles
oΩ a list of figures whose innovations fit
more appropriately in airport hangars
than on display at the Cooper-Hewitt.
They’re people like Howard Hughes, the
Wright brothers, and Burt Rutan, the
aerospace engineer who decided NASA
was moving too slowly toward commercial space tourism so he created his own
shuttle, the SpaceshipOne.
Antonioni, who founded his Los Angeles design lab, Orange22, in 2000,
has been infatuated with flight since childhood, which he spent building model airplanes and devouring books about the two bicycle mechanics who took flight in Kitty Hawk, N.C. The smooth, curvaceous lines of
aircraft carriers themselves do inform many of Antonioni’s better-known
designs, from his Luna Chair, with its powder-coated, “lunar landing” legs,
to the futuristic Sputnik Desk, billed as “more a space station than a work
station.” But what most thrills Antonioni about flight is that its pioneers
had the eΩrontery to innovate beyond the limitations of available technology, creating new possibilities in the process. It floors him to think that
Hughes, for example, enabled commercial flight by convincing people—
thinking people—to crawl into massive, steel vessels that would catapult
them, inconceivably, through the skies.
The word “limitless” is one of Antonioni’s favorites, and his repertoire
of work bears that out. His furniture, showcased at major furniture fairs
across the world, dissolves the barriers between design and technology,
while his retail environments—including spaces for DKNY, Ralph Lauren, travel boutique Flight 001, Ducati, and Fred Segal’s Conveyor, among
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(Right) The Forcola, a folding chair that doubles as
an ottoman, inspired by Venetian gondolas. photo:
daniella theis
Opposite: (top) Part of Antonioni’s Endeavor Collection, the Luna Chair, perched on powder-coated
“landing legs,” accompanies the Luna 2, a sofa with
the same space-age lines. photo: orange22
(bottom) The Mission One is a lounge chair upholstered in a synthetic nylon weave that feels like
snake skin to the touch. photo: orange22

others—establish complete worlds unto themselves. Antonioni’s
newest venture is a line of travel products, launching in the fall of
2005, that he says will redefine the shapes of familiar objects, from
cosmetics bags to money belts.

the frustrated aerospace engineer

When 31-year-old Antonioni describes himself as a frustrated
aerospace engineer who never got to design a plane, he’s partially
referring to his furniture, but the statement can also be taken at
face value. Before earning his degree in industrial design from
Pasadena’s Art Center College of Design, Antonioni spent three
years studying aerospace engineering at the University of Michigan, until the program’s theoretical emphasis left him longing to
work with his hands. Industrial design was his solution, a bridge
between theory and his perception of himself as “a maker of
things,” a role he speaks of as nothing short of magic.
“Anyone who makes something that didn’t exist before is a
magician,” he says. “You perceive a thing in your mind, refine it
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and articulate it, until the next thing you know, you’re walking
in it or holding it in your hands. That’s an amazing and powerful
experience, and I can’t ever imagine getting tired of that feeling.”
Knowing this, it’s slightly less surprising to learn that Antonioni built the first of Flight 001’s three stores himself, pounding away with hammer and nail until he’d transformed the small,
dilapidated storefront in Manhattan’s West Village into a sanctuary for the modern jetset. “His energy level was just astounding,” says Brad John, co-owner/founder of the travel store. “He was
always yelling and screaming—but in a fun way. And he loves to
make really odd sounds with his mouth.”
Antonioni aims to create interior environments that tell stories, and in the case of Flight 001, the narrative centers on the
famed Pan Am Flight 001, which circumnavigated the globe in
the 1960s. The space, with its walnut paneling, Pirelli tiles, and
airport iconography, evokes the bygone glamour of international
travel at the time. “All space is narrative,” he says, “because we’re
Continued on page 76
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“You perceive a thing in your mind, refine it and articulate it, until the next

The Aurora Table, part of the Living Furniture series, reflects what
could be described as Antonioni’s animistic approach to furniture making, whereby objects are designed to
behave like living organisms. The Aurora Table—with a glass vortex top
that’s embedded with a network of
user-controlled LEDs—reskins itself,
chameleon-like, at the touch of a
button, sending out a breathtaking
array of shifting light patterns.
photo: brad swanets
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thing you know, you’re walking in it or holding it in your hands.”
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Right: The kinetic, glass-tempered tops of the Disco (top) and
Waltz (bottom) Tables swing in respectively unpredictable and
measured motions, reflecting the syncopation of each dance.
photos: elite mfg
Opposite: (top) In 2004, Antonioni opened a showroom, housed
in the front half of his design lab, to champion the work of designers he thinks the world beyond the furniture-fair circuit
should see. “I remember my own struggles as a young guy trying to pimp my wares, basically,” he says. “This was a way to give
back.” Whereas the spaces Antonioni designs for clients tend to
tell stories, the understated, museum-like showroom serves as a
backdrop, he says, “allowing the work to tell the story instead.”
photo: brigham field
(bottom) The EOS family of floor lamps. Eos is the mythological
Greek goddess of the dawn, whose “celestial light beams on the
world with reddening splendours bright,” according to an Orphic
Hymn. The tubular, milk-white lamps sway gently as LEDs display
patterns of similarly celestial light. photo: visopia

Continued from page 72
creatures with legs and eyes, and we move in and through a space,
and we walk out. That’s a motion-based narrative, with a beginning, middle, and end. I see that as an opportunity to intersect
that reality with another layer of narrative.”

design animism

If Antonioni’s retail spaces unfold like environmental narratives,
then his furniture designs are like material poems, drawing from
a surprisingly more diverse set of references than his flight fixation might have you believe. With his Mantis Workstation, for
example, slices of mahogany and long-grain ash rotate from a central apex to imitate the movements of a praying mantis, while his
Waltz and Disco Tables feature kinetic, tempered-glass tabletops
that swing with measured and unpredictable motions to reference
the syncopation of each dance.
Many of Antonioni’s designs are undertaken with a kind of animistic approach to furniture making, an inclination most fully
realized in the Aurora Table, part of his Living Furniture series.
Embedded with a user-controlled network of LEDs developed by
Aaron Rincover of Los Angeles’ Visopia, the glass tabletop displays a range of shifting patterns of light, programmable from
a remote control, to mimic the halo eΩect of the aurora borealis. Were they not so wedded to his larger vision, the high-tech
bells and whistles would run dangerously close to gimmickry. For
Antonioni, however, technology isn’t the end itself but a means to
explore his fascination with objects that behave like living organisms, as the Aurora Table reskins itself, chameleon-like.

from thin air

It’s easy to imagine Antonioni hurtling through the 750-squarefoot construction site of Flight 001, yelling and screaming—but
in a fun way. His passion for ideas is boundless, and he discusses
his FutureDesk concept with the fervor you’d expect from a man
of Italian, Argentinean, and Greek descent. The piece, which currently exists only on paper, hinges on the notion that a desk should
be more than a clunky slab of wood on which the clutter of life
sits. “Instead,” he says, “let’s make something that is your life. This
piece is an extension of the user.” Once realized, the FutureDesk
would clear out the tangibles of o≈ce life, unsightly realities like
file folders and stacks of paper—even the computer.
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The desk, in fact, is the computer. Made of light-sensitive LCD
film sandwiched between angled panes of glass, the desktop would
exhibit an array of digital tools as 2D interfaces. Downloadable
keyboards and multiple computing windows would glide across
the surface, or disappear altogether, at the touch of the screen.
Antonioni’s ultimate goal is to capture the attention of an electronics company—Apple comes immediately to mind—with the
expertise and deep pockets to develop the technology. “Instead of
designing according to the limitations of a desk,” he says, “where
the concern is how many pencils or file folders can its drawers
hold, the FutureDesk is limitless.”
In the course of a conversation, Antonioni tosses out dozens of visions like this for a brave, new world. He proposes retail
spaces with digital walls that undulate and change colors, salvaging the shopping experience from the banality that is “going to kill
retail.” He waxes poetic about the potential for RFID, or Radio
Frequency Identification, to “revolutionize the way we interact
with products.” With his trademark manner of speaking in italics,
he tells you that “the technology is available to make this happen
today,” but what he really means is that today isn’t soon enough.
And if Antonioni seems impatient to see his ideas realized, blame
it on the warp speed with which he pulls them out of thin air.
orange22 | 213.972.9922 | www.orange22.com
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